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LONDON MAINTAINS TOP “CITY BRAND” RANKING FROM 2020 TO 2022. PARIS 
RISES TO SECOND AND SYDNEY LANDS IN THIRD. 

 
Anholt-Ipsos City Brands Index: Paris overtakes Sydney for second place while Tokyo re-enters 
the top-10 for the first time in more than a decade 

 
New York, April 25, 2022 – London preserves its spot as the world’s most admired city in the 2022 
edition of the Anholt-Ipsos City Brands Index. Paris, Sydney, New York, and Rome round out the top-5, 
but there has been some movement in the bottom half of the top-10 cities: 

• Washington D.C. advances from 13th to sixth and Barcelona moves to the top-10 with a seventh-
place ranking after placing 14th in 2020. 

• Toronto jumps to eighth after placing 12th in 2020 and Tokyo regains its top-10 placement, 
landing in ninth, after missing the top-10 in 2020 (#16). 

• Berlin and San Francisco tie in tenth to complete the top-10 cities. 

 

 
 
London Retains Top City Brand in Overall CBI 
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London has the most positive image of any major city worldwide after achieving the top CBI ranking in 
2020. London’s reputational strengths come from positive perceptions on the Presence, People, Pulse, 
and Potential Indices where they earn top-10 marks. Global respondents have the most positive 
perceptions toward London’s being a good place to get a higher education, ease of finding a job in the 
city, a city where you are likely to “fit in” and find people who understand and appreciate your culture, 
and having a good standard of public amenities – all categories where London is the top city in 2022. 

Washington D.C. and Barcelona Enter the Top-10 

Washington D.C. moved into the top-10 this year, coming in sixth-place. Top-5 rankings on the Presence 
and Potential Indices, as well as relatively steady rankings on Prerequisites, Pulse, and Place help 
contribute to Washington D.C.’s climb in the rankings. 

Barcelona’s seventh place ranking in CBI 2022 is largely driven by top-10 performances on the Place, 
Pulse, Prerequisites, and People Indices. Barcelona earns 2nd place rankings in the perception of its warm 
and friendly people and having a pleasant climate.  

Toronto and Berlin Improve in Ranking 

Toronto and Berlin are two cities with notable climbs in the CBI 2022 rankings. Toronto, which narrowly 
missed the top-10 in 2020, now sits in eighth place with positive opinions of its Prerequisites, People, 
and Potential. After also just missing the top-10 in 2020, Berlin improves to tenth (tied with San 
Francisco) due to top-15 rankings on the Presence and Pulse Indices. 

Tokyo’s Reputation Rebounds 

Tokyo has seen shifts in its city brand ranking over the past few waves. The city ranked 10th in 2011, 17th 
in 2013, 15th in 2015, 11th in 2017, and 16th in 2020. Tokyo now re-enters the top-10 in 2022 for the first 
time in 11 years with a ninth-place ranking. Tokyo saw improvements across all Indices but most notably 
on the Place and People Indices where it gained 11 and 5 positions, respectively. Tokyo also lands in the 
top-5 on the Pulse and Presence Indices. 

Index Leaders 

Across all six Indices, the top-5 rankings are mostly occupied from cities in three geographical regions – 
Europe, North America, and Asia Pacific. Latin American and African / Middle Eastern cities are not 
among the top-5 on any Index. 

The top-5 Presence Index leaders are all top-10 CBI cities – three of which are in the top-5 overall. The 
top-5 on Presence is also represented by multiple regions – two from Europe (London and Paris), two 
from North America (New York and Washington D.C.), and one from the Asia Pacific region (Tokyo). 

The top-5 cities on the Place Index includes one Asia Pacific city (Sydney) and four European cities 
(Vienna, Rome, Paris, and Barcelona). 
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The Prerequisites Index top-5 is comprised of cites from three different regions – North America 
(Toronto and Vancouver), Asia Pacific (Sydney), and Europe (Amsterdam and Berlin). 

The People Index top-5 is made up of cities across three regions – Asia Pacific (Sydney), North America 
(Toronto and Vancouver), and Europe (Vienna and London). 

All of the top-5 cities on the Pulse Index landed in the top-10 on overall CBI. This index is also made up 
of cities from three regions – Europe (Paris, London, and Rome), North America (New York), and Asia 
Pacific (Tokyo). 

The final index on the hexagon, Potential, consists of cities from three regions, all of which are a part of 
the overall top-10. Three North American cities make up the top-5 on Potential (New York, Toronto, and 
Washington D.C.), one European (London), and one Asia Pacific (Sydney). 

 

Top-10 NBI Nations and their Cities 

Cities from top-performing Nation Brands Index (NBI) nations can benefit from an image boost from 
their respective nation reputation, and vice-versa. While there are parallels in the way global 
respondents rank nations in the Nation Brands Index (NBI) and the City Brands Index (CBI), there is a 
pattern that can be identified in three different ways: 

• The top-10 nations for the 2021 edition of NBI are Germany, Canada, Japan, Italy, the United 
Kingdom, France, Switzerland, the United States, Sweden, and Australia. Eight of the top-10 NBI 
nations (Germany, Canada, Japan, Italy, the UK, France, the U.S., and Australia) see at least one 
of their cities rank in the top-10 CBI cities. 

• The cities of the remaining two top-10 nations (Switzerland and Sweden) rank outside of the 
top-10 list of CBI cities but still have at least one within the top-25. 
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• The top-10 CBI overall list includes only one city from a nation that doesn’t make the NBI’s top-
10: Barcelona. However, Spain ranks just outside of the top-10 list (#11) in the 2021 NBI overall 
ranking. 

Simon Anholt added: 

“After two of the most turbulent years in modern history, the world’s favorite cities are still the same 
ones as they were in 2020. This reinforces the finding from the Anholt-Ipsos Nation Brands Index that the 
pandemic has had little impact on our perceptions of the rest of the world: we still admire the same 
countries and cities, and for the same reasons. The images of places are remarkably resilient, and it’s 
almost as hard to damage a positive image as it is to improve a negative one.  

So city governments worried that the pandemic, or their effectiveness at responding to it, might have 
damaged their international image and consequently their ability to attract trade, tourism and 
investment, probably don’t need to worry. With very few exceptions, the pandemic has served to 
reinforce what people already believed about cities and countries has affected almost all of them 
equally. Even in cases where the overall image of a country has suffered from the pandemic (as has been 
the case with China, for example), its cities generally escape damage: Beijing, Hong Kong and Shanghai 
have suffered far smaller score drops in the CBI than China in the NBI. 

The fieldwork for the 2022 CBI was conducted before Russia’s invasion of Ukraine so there has been no 
change in Moscow’s 31st place: based on previous findings, however, international public opinion is 
highly intolerant of armed conflict so there’s every reason to expect that Moscow’s position in the next 
edition will be significantly lower.” 
 
For more information on this news release, please contact:  
  
Jason McGrath 
Senior Vice President, US  
Corporate Reputation 
Jason.McGrath@ipsos.com 

Moriya Frankel 
Account Manager, US  
Corporate Reputation 
Moriya.Frankel@ipsos.com    
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About the Study 

The Anholt-Ipsos City Brands Index (CBI), collects over 5,000 interviews online in 10 panel countries 
(Australia, Brazil, China, France, Germany, India, Russia, South Korea, UK, and USA) with adults aged 
18 or over every other year. Data are weighted to reflect key demographic characteristics including age 
and gender. Fieldwork was conducted from January through February. 
 
The cities measured in 2022 are as follows, listed by region: 
 
 

Western Europe: Amsterdam, Barcelona, Basel, Berlin, Copenhagen, Dublin, Geneva, Helsinki, 
London, Madrid, Munich, Paris, Rome, Stockholm 
 
Central/Eastern Europe: Istanbul, Moscow, Prague, Vienna, Warsaw  
 
Asia Pacific: Bangkok, Beijing, Brisbane, Hong Kong, Mumbai, Seoul, Shanghai, Singapore, 
Sydney, Taipei, Tokyo, Jakarta  
 
North America: Chicago, Los Angeles, New York, Boston, Toronto, Washington D.C., Dallas 
Fort Worth, San Francisco, Vancouver  
 
Latin America: Buenos Aires, Mexico City, Rio de Janeiro, Santiago de Chile 
  
Middle East/Africa: Cairo, Doha, Dubai, Johannesburg, Nairobi, Riyadh 

 

About Ipsos 
 
Ipsos is the world’s third largest Insights and Analytics company, present in 90 markets and employing 
more than 18,000 people. 
 
Our passionately curious research professionals, analysts and scientists have built unique multi-specialist 
capabilities that provide true understanding and powerful insights into the actions, opinions and motivations 
of citizens, consumers, patients, customers or employees. We serve more than 5000 clients across the 
world with 75 business solutions. 
 
Founded in France in 1975, Ipsos is listed on the Euronext Paris since July 1st, 1999. The company is part 
of the SBF 120 and the Mid-60 index and is eligible for the Deferred Settlement Service (SRD). 
 
ISIN code FR0000073298, Reuters ISOS.PA, Bloomberg IPS:FP www.ipsos.com 
 
About Simon Anholt 
 
Simon Anholt designed and launched the Nation Brands Index and City Brands Index in 2005. Since 1998, 
he has advised the presidents, prime ministers and governments of 65 countries, helping them to engage 
more imaginatively and effectively with the international community. He is recognized as the world’s leading 
authority on national image. Professor Anholt also publishes the Good Country Index, a survey that ranks 
countries on their contribution to humanity and the planet, and is Founder-Editor Emeritus of the Journal of 
Place Branding and Public Diplomacy. He was previously Vice-Chair of the UK Foreign Office Public 
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Diplomacy Board. Anholt’s TED talk launching the Good Country Index has received 12 million views, and 
is the all-time most viewed TED talk on ‘governance’.  He has written six books about countries, cultures 
and globalization and is an honorary Professor of Political Science at the University of East Anglia. His 
latest book, The Good Country Equation, was published in August 2020. 


